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Abstract. Hybrid excitation flux switching machines (HEFSMs) have a several advantages such as 

robust rotor structure, high torque and power capabilities, and high efficiency suitable for light load 

and heavy industry applications. However, the general structure of HEFSMs employed with three 

main flux sources namely permanent magnet (PM), field excitation coil (FEC) and armature coil 

located on the stator body causes high manufacturing cost. Therefore, a new non-PM field 

excitation flux switching machine (FEFSM) consists of rugged rotor structure suitable for high-

speed operation with capability to keep similar torque and power density of HEFSM is proposed 

and examined. In this paper, performances of both outer and inner rotor 12S-14P FEFSMs are 

analyzed and compared. As conclusion, the inner-rotor topology provides much higher torque and 

power when compared with outer rotor configuration. 

Introduction 

Electric motors with high torque and power density capabilities are essential for heavy load 

applications such as in aerospace and automotive traction system [1]. Previously, permanent magnet 

(PM) brushless machines are widely used for these applications due to their advantages of high 

efficiency and smaller motor size. Nevertheless, due to the main flux source of PM is located on the 

rotor, the machine suffers from PM demagnetization effects, high eddy current losses and difficulty 

to dissolve heat from the rotating part. 

In recent years, flux-switching motors (FSMs) become an attractive research topic due to several 

advantages of robust rotor structure, easy temperature management of all active parts on the stator 

as well as the ability to keep higher torque/power density and efficiency. Various applications of 

FSMs have been reported ranging from wind power generation, automotive, aerospace, power tools 

and etc [2]. Generally, FSMs can be classified into three groups, namely permanent magnet (PM) 

FSMs, hybrid excitation (HE) FSMs, and field excitation (FE) FSMs as shown in Fig. 1. Both 

PMFSMs and FEFSMs have only single excitation flux source which come from PM and FE coil, 

respectively, while for HEFSMs the main magnetic flux sources are generated from both PM and 

FECs [3]. 

Most of researchers focused on inner-rotor configuration [4-7] and left a vacant space in the area 

of outer-rotor FSM. Recently, a report on outer-rotor PMFSM has been published and the 

specification of the proposed machine is used for light traction EV applications [8-9]. However, 

with single magnetic flux source of constant PM, it also may suffer from demagnetization effect and 

uncontrollable flux. Initial design of an outer-rotor HEFSM with 12Slot-10Pole configuration has 

been described in [10]. The main problem associated with this machine is high cost due to PM and 

windings.  

To overcome these problems, new structures of 12S-14P outer-rotor and inner rotor field-

excitation flux switching motor are proposed, in which the permanent magnet is replaced by field 

excitation coil. Based on 2-D analysis demonstrated, the proposed machines have good torque and 

power capability to be applied in high speed applications. 
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Fig. 1 Classification of Flux Switching Motor (FSM) 

Operating Principle of Flux Switching Motor 

The operating principle of the outer rotor FEFSM is illustrated in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 (a) and (b)  show 

the direction of the FEC fluxes into the rotor while Fig. 2 (c) and (d) illustrate the direction of FEC 

fluxes into the stator which produces a complete one cycle flux. Similarly, the concept for the inner 

rotor is same like outer rotor topology and its just the position of the rotor that differentiate both the 

designs. As in general FSM, the flux linkage of FEC switches its polarity by following the 

movement of salient pole rotor which creates the term “flux switching”. Each reversal of armature 

current shown by the transition between Fig. 2(a) and (b), causes the stator flux to switch between 

the alternate stator teeth [11-12]. 

Design Performance and Results Based on 2D Finite Element Analysis 

FEC Flux Linkage at various FEC current densities, JE . The DC FEC flux linkage at various 

DC FEC current densities, JE for both inner and outer rotor are also investigated, as illustrated in 

Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. From the figures, it is clear that initially the flux pattern is increased 

with the increase in DC FEC current density, JE. However, the flux generated starts to reduce when 

higher DC FEC current density is injected to the outer-rotor FEFSM as demonstrated in Fig. 4. It is 

expected that this phenomena occurs due to some flux leakage and flux cancellation that will be 

investigated in future. In addition, the flux generated from inner rotor is higher than outer rotor 

FEFSM. 
 

The flux distribution at zero rotor position of DC FEC for both inner and outer-rotor FEFSM are 

illustrated in Fig. 5. From the figure, it is obvious that large amount of flux easily flow from stator 

to rotor and return to stator for outer rotor while for inner rotor at the same amount of current, the 

flux linkage is less and the stator core gets saturated as indicated by red circle. The flux linkage of 

12S-14P of inner rotor can be improved by design refinement and optimization.   
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Fig. 2 Operating principle of outer-rotor FEFSM (a) θe=0° and (b) θe=180° flux moves from 

stator to rotor (c) θe=0° and (d) θe=180° flux moves from rotor to stator 



 

 

Induced Voltage and Cogging Torque at Open Circuit Condition. The amplitude of induced 

voltage generated from inner and outer rotor 12S-14P FEFSMs are plotted in Fig. 6. At open circuit 

condition under maximum DC FEC current densities, JE, the induced voltage generated by inner 

rotor FEFSM is 100 V which is approximately two times more than the outer rotor FEFSM. The 

induced voltages of both designs are less than the applied voltage which makes it easy to provide 

protection for switching devices while the inverter is in off state due to some faults. 

Fig. 7 depicts the evaluation between cogging torque of inner rotor and outer rotor 12S-14P 

FEFSMs . From the graph, it can be noticed that 12S-14P with inner rotor has highest peak to peak 

cogging torque of 5.39Nm while outer rotor has 4.2Nm, correspondingly. High vibration and noise 

 

Fig. 6 Induced Voltages for FEFSM  Fig. 7 Cogging Torque 
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(a)        (b) 

Fig. 3 Flux linkage at various DC FEC current densities, JE (a) Inner rotor (b) Outer Rotor 

 

 
 

(a)       (b) 

Fig. 4 Maximum U-flux at maximum JE Fig. 5 Flux distribution of FEFSM (a) 
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will occur and the performances of FEFSMs will be affected, if the cogging torque exceeds 10% of 

the average torque produced. The cogging torque of both designs can be reduced by rotor skewing 

and rotor-pole pairing . 

 

Average Torque and Power Characteristics. The 2D-FEA computed electromagnetic torque and 

power at maximum armature current density, JA  are plotted in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 versus different 

FEC current densities, JE. It can be seen from the figures that by employing inner rotor, 12S-14P 

FEFSM has achieved torque of 164.08 Nm and power of 88.25 kW higher than outer rotor FEFSM. 

The main reason is that negative torque is produced due to cancellation of fluxes between FECs and 

armature coils. Thus, it is essential to do further investigation to identify the problems of inner rotor  

configuration.  

 

 
Fig. 8 Maximum Torque at various, JE Fig. 9 Maximum Power at various, JE 

Conclusion 

Design and performance comparison of 12S-14P with inner and outer rotor FEFSMs  have been 
proposed and investigated in this paper. The proposed machine has no PM and in consequence, it 
can be anticipated as very cost-effective machine as well as simple structure. In addition, the 
generated flux can be controlled with variable capabilities through the presence of FEC. As 
conclusion, the inner rotor has much higher torque and power, approximately 31.16% and 6.96% of 
outer rotor FEFSM. 
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